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Key messages

Increasing health system performance is critical in creating resilient health systems. If health policies are to foster the ability to withstand shocks like the COVID-19 pandemic, they need to focus on the right interventions that strengthen health systems – those that improve performance.

1. Assessing the performance of a health system effectively is the first step to improving it.
   - This requires a conceptual lens through which to view the health system structures, its inputs and the outputs and outcomes that they feed into.

   - It provides a rigorous description of the four health system functions – governance, resource generation, financing and service delivery – and their sub-functions that matter most for the function-level and overall system performance.
   - It builds on existing tools and frameworks but orients the analysis of health system assessment exercises towards system performance.
   - It identifies impacts on health system performance and encourages operational focus.

3. The HSPA Framework for UHC has real-world applications and helps direct policy action.
   - It allows policy-makers to understand how the health system works and how its functions and sub-functions are linked to the “assessment areas” that explain performance.
   - It provides an explanation of the health system bottlenecks that contribute to specific policy challenges.
   - This will support efforts to pinpoint the person, group or institution that can and should take responsibility for remedial action and promote accountability.
   - Its insights into the governance function will help policy-makers to use governance as a lever to achieve health system goals.
Executive summary

The post-pandemic focus on resilient health systems will require robust health system assessments and performance analysis. The Health System Performance Assessment Framework for Universal Health Coverage offers a conceptual lens for a comprehensive assessment of health system performance.

The global COVID-19 pandemic serves as a stark reminder that a robust and resilient health system is one of the best defences against health threats. Yet ensuring a strong system involves a number of policy actions. These need to be prioritized and resourced based on the best available evidence, which in turn requires a health system to be monitored, and regularly assessed, in order to build on its strengths and overcome its shortcomings.

Assessing health systems means delving into fundamental questions on the system’s boundaries, component elements and goals, and the new Health System Performance Assessment (HSPA) Framework for Universal Health Coverage (UHC) is a tool that will help policy-makers to address those questions. The framework stems from the volume Health System Performance Assessment: A Framework for Policy Analysis, which seeks to find an optimal, harmonized solution to assessment, given the various perspectives including expert appraisal and the evidence available. Both the study and this brief are informed by the underlying understanding that, in many cases, there is no right or wrong answer.

The study and brief draw on a range of tools and frameworks for health system-wide assessment exercises and the efforts of a dedicated technical working group. Tools focused on evaluating the current structure of the health system, often through the conceptual framework of health system functions or building blocks, tended to be preoccupied with in-depth descriptions of system structures and features as a route to identify system strengths and failures. Tools that placed an emphasis on evaluating how well the system is performing overall, by examining the extent to which health systems are meeting health system goals, by contrast tended to draw more on quantitative measures and analytical methods, often referred to as HSPA.

Ultimately, however, the business of strengthening health systems relies on a comprehensive understanding of what systems look like, how they perform and what structures work (or do not) in attaining optimal performance. A cross-cutting approach is needed to clarify the relationship between what health system actors do and the goals those actors wish to achieve, and to identify the connection between health system inputs, outputs and outcomes. This is critical in understanding the link between the performance of individual health system functions and the performance of the health system overall.

This is precisely the intent of the HSPA Framework for UHC, which mobilizes a long tradition of work on performance to help policy-makers assess how health system structures (inputs, outputs and outcomes) can be strengthened to serve people better.

The HSPA Framework for UHC (Figure 1) elaborates on the four health system functions, taken from the World Health Report 2000 – governance, resource generation, financing and service delivery.

The HSPA Framework for UHC focuses on health actions within the traditional health care remit but also includes public health and health promotion activities that contribute to health improvement. While it is beyond the scope of the framework, the influence of the socioeconomic, political and cultural factors on health is explicitly acknowledged by placing the health system within this broader context and by recognizing that the health system is meant to contribute to the wider societal goals. The framework, therefore, acts as a guide to assessing those actions that health system actors can feasibly undertake, while explicitly acknowledging the substantial impact on health of a range of socioeconomic determinants outside the boundaries of the health system.

The framework builds on the four core health system functions, taken from the World Health Report 2000 – governance, resource generation, financing and service delivery – and lays out a set of sub-functions for each of them. Sub-functions represent the key topical areas that matter most for function-level performance and for the function’s contribution to overall system performance.

Governance

The four governance sub-functions are: policy and vision, stakeholder voice, information and intelligence, and regulation and legislation. They encompass the core actions of steering the sector with a clear policy direction (policy and vision); ensuring that all stakeholders, including the public, communities and civil society, are meaningfully included in policy decisions (stakeholder voice); fostering a culture of data-driven, evidence-based decision-making (information and intelligence); and leveraging legal frameworks to protect the population’s health and ensure progress on health system goals (legislation and regulation). Each of these sub-functions is further associated with clearly defined assessment areas, which are areas whose appraisal is needed to grasp function-level performance.

The framework differentiates overall health system governance from governance actions that are specifically linked to the governance of the other three functions. For example, the “governance of financing” includes specific governance actions relating to financing activities, such as public financial management and decisions linked to benefit package coverage. The “governance of resource generation” includes activities such as health workforce planning and management of procurement systems. The
“governance of service delivery” relates to management and decision-making within units of service delivery (including health centre, district, primary health care service network), service integration and quality assurance mechanisms. The salient point here is that when assessing the governance function, both overall system-wide governance, as well as the governance issues relating to the other three functions (financing, resource generation and service delivery), need to be examined to understand whether the governance function is performing well and is also enabling the system to perform well.

**Resource generation**

The resource generation function is purposefully placed in the **HSPA Framework for UHC** between governance and service delivery, indicating that the governance function enables the resource generation function, and resource generation feeds into, and enables, the service delivery function. Resource generation sub-functions are health workforce; infrastructure and medical equipment; and pharmaceuticals and other consumables, representing the principal inputs that need to come together in the right mix at the right place at the right time within the service delivery function, underpinned by governance and financing.

**Financing**

The financing function includes the sub-functions of revenue raising, pooling, and purchasing. Revenue raising refers to the ways in which money is brought into the health system. Pooling refers to the accumulation of prepaid funds that can be used to purchase goods and services on behalf of a population. The pooling function is largely intended to ensure that resources are distributed in an equitable way and also to enable efficiency through economies of scale. Purchasing refers to payers using funds to pay for health care on behalf of a population. It is mainly concerned with getting resources to those who need them most and doing this efficiently by minimizing costs. As a result, purchasing can have a major impact on intermediate objectives such as quality and, ultimately, health outcomes.

**Service delivery**

Service delivery is a broad concept and difficult to separate into discrete sub-functions that match organizational structures (for example, levels – primary, secondary, tertiary; purpose – preventive, curative, rehabilitative, long-term care; platforms – primary care centre, hospital; modes – outpatient, inpatient, day care, home care) of health systems.
globally. Instead, the framework broadly distinguishes the sub-functions of public health, primary care and specialist care, allowing specific services to be attributed to those sub-functions according to a specific country context. Assessment areas of all service delivery sub-functions coincide with intermediate health system objectives and include aspects of quality (effectiveness, safety, user experience, as well as efficiency and equity of service delivery) and access to services.

**The HSPA Framework for UHC brings together these four functions, intermediate objectives and the final goals, and places the health system within a wider socioeconomic context**

The *HSPA Framework for UHC* is grounded in the premise that any whole-of-sector exercise should collect information on, and examine the performance of, both the functions and the extent to which system goals are achieved. Linking the two in practice rests on a solid understanding that high-performing functions are the basis for high-performing health systems.

The links depicted in the framework by dotted lines (see Figure 6) show how each of the functions is connected to the others, and to the intermediate objectives and final health system goals. The functions may affect any one or several of the final goals directly or indirectly. For the most part, the way health system functions impact on goals is through the service delivery function with its assessment areas being captured in the the intermediate objectives of the system. In addition, the interaction between the functions, notably governance’s interplay with all other functions, represents a far-reaching lever to impact on system objectives.

**The framework is principally a conceptual aid to orient the analysis of information collected through health system assessment exercises towards system performance**

The framework is a conceptual aid that policy-makers can use to identify areas for health system improvement. It is designed so that the starting point can be any health system function, sub-function, assessment area, indicative measure, etc.

A health system bottleneck can then be traced backwards to explore possible origins (areas to be targeted for improvement), or traced forwards to understand potential influences on health system performance. Doing so may not provide all the answers sought; however, it can serve as a solid basis for in-depth analysis. Importantly, the framework has been designed with existing assessment tools in mind, so that performance indicators from other sources that are already collected can be easily mapped onto it.

The framework’s conceptual lens can therefore help to analyse information and data collected within the context of a system-wide assessment, facilitating a more nuanced understanding of how inputs and structures contribute to system performance, or vice versa, that is, how system performance has been influenced by inputs and structures.

Making such links while analysing health system assessment information not only helps to identify challenges that require remedial action but also assists in pinpointing which person, group, or institution should and can take responsibility for that action – thereby promoting accountability and providing a basis to address the health system challenge.
1. Introduction

1.1. Why this brief?

There has been much interest in assessing health systems performance in recent years, resulting in a wide spectrum of approaches, frameworks, and nomenclature.

The global COVID-19 pandemic serves as a stark reminder that a robust and resilient health system is one of the best defences against health threats. Yet, in practice, ensuring a strong system involves a number of policy actions that need to be prioritized and resourced based on the best available evidence. The latter requires health systems to be monitored, and regularly assessed, in order to build on its strengths and overcome its shortcomings (Witter et al., 2019).

The collection of information for purposes of a system-wide assessment has therefore attracted renewed interest in recent years, reflected in a variety of data collection tools and health system frameworks. Unfortunately, considerable variation in those tools and frameworks has led to inconsistencies and even confusion as to what exactly is being measured and for what purpose (Bennet & Peters, 2015). The varying objectives and approaches taken by different actors in different contexts have also led to different labels used for the wide spectrum of assessment exercises, including health system assessment, health system performance assessment and health system situation analysis. Table 1 elaborates on this point, laying out the principal assessment tools, with their title and objectives, developed for this area.

Besides the tools indicated in Table 1, which principally accompany the user through the data and information collection process, the health system assessment landscape is further populated with varying health system frameworks, which are conceptual in nature. These frameworks aim to promote a more theoretical understanding of the health system (Aday et al., 1999; WHO, 2000; Commonwealth Fund, 2006; Atun, 2010; Roberts et al., 2008; Kruk et al., 2018). HSA tools especially draw from two conceptual frameworks published by WHO in 2000 and 2007 (Murray & Frenk, 2000; WHO, 2007), further detailed in Section 2.2.

Several tools and frameworks have also served as a basis for measuring health system performance.

---

Table 1. Selection of tools that aid data/information collection for assessment purposes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF TOOL</th>
<th>AGENCY</th>
<th>MAIN OBJECTIVE OF THE TOOL</th>
<th>LEVEL OF ANALYSIS</th>
<th>YEAR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Health System Assessment Approach: A How-To Manual</td>
<td>USAID</td>
<td>To develop concrete recommendations for reform and policy options</td>
<td>National level, can be adapted to sub-national levels</td>
<td>2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health System Rapid Diagnostic Tool</td>
<td>FHI 360</td>
<td>To support the design of a health system strengthening strategy</td>
<td>Sub-national level</td>
<td>2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health System Performance Assessment</td>
<td>WHO EURO</td>
<td>To support or supplement a situation analysis to identify policy options or define general recommendations</td>
<td>National level, can be adapted to sub-national level</td>
<td>2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health System Analysis for better health system strengthening</td>
<td>World Bank</td>
<td>To support the development of policies and strategies to improve performance</td>
<td>National level, can be adapted to sub-national levels</td>
<td>2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring the building blocks of health systems: a handbook of indicators and their measurement strategies</td>
<td>WHO</td>
<td>To support evidence-based decision-making</td>
<td>National level, can be adapted to sub-national levels</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Situation analysis of the health sector</td>
<td>WHO</td>
<td>To inform the development of a national plan/strategy</td>
<td>National level, can be adapted to sub-national levels</td>
<td>2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Systems in Transition (HiT)/Health system review</td>
<td>European Observatory</td>
<td>To inform the planning process on needs and gaps in health systems</td>
<td>National level</td>
<td>2019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: UHC2030 (2020).
Current tools and frameworks range from those focusing on descriptive evaluations of health systems’ structures and features to those centred on more quantitative assessments of how well the goals of health systems are attained

In a sense, a rough continuum can be observed across the range of tools and frameworks that guide health system-wide assessment exercises. At one end, a focus is placed on evaluating the current structure of the health system, often through the conceptual framework of health system functions or building blocks (Murray & Frenk, 2000; WHO, 2007). At the other end, an emphasis is given to evaluating how well the system is performing overall, by examining the extent to which health systems are meeting a set of defined health system goals. The latter usually draws more on quantitative measures and analytic methods, often referred to as HSPA. The former tends to be pre-occupied with an in-depth description of the system’s structures and features in an attempt at comprehending the system’s strengths and failures.

Ultimately, however, the business of strengthening health systems relies on firmly hooking up both ends of the continuum, and offering a comprehensive understanding of what systems look like, how they perform and what structures work (or do not) to attain their performance level. Such an approach can help to clarify the relationship between what health system actors do and which goals those actors wish to achieve with their actions. It would also shed light on the connection between health system inputs, outputs and outcomes. Put differently, an elucidation of the crucial link between the performance of individual health system functions and the performance of the health system overall is needed.

The HSPA Framework for UHC attempts to unify the existing tools’ content into one framework

Sifting through the details of those tools was the starting point for developing a harmonized conceptualization of the entire health system for assessment; this was undertaken by the UHC2030 Technical Working Group (TWG) on Health System Assessments (HSA) (see Box 1), a group that included the developers and implementers of the tools listed in Table 1. The TWG further delved into fundamental questions regarding the system’s boundaries, component elements and goals. The resultant HSPA Framework for UHC represents a comprehensive attempt to address those questions with the underlying understanding that, in many cases, there is no right or wrong answer. The aim was to find the optimal, harmonized solution, given the perspective taken, available evidence and expert appraisal. In early 2022, this work resulted in the publication of Health System Performance Assessment: A Framework for Policy Analysis (Papanicolas et al., 2022), which elaborates on the development process and rationale for the HSPA Framework for UHC.

Despite the great deal of overlap across these efforts, a consensus on the basics of health system design is clear (see Table 1). Differences tend to play out in the level of prominence accorded to different health system areas, and importantly for purposes of the HSPA Framework for UHC, in the extent to which health system goals are explicitly emphasized.

The proposed framework builds on existing tools and frameworks to unpack how policy-makers can assess the performance of health system structures and inputs, as well as outputs and outcomes, the latter being essentially what those structures and inputs aspire to feed into.

This policy brief summarizes the above-mentioned study and the core of the HSPA Framework for UHC by providing a concise overview of terms, concepts, measures and approaches that are necessary to foster a common understanding of performance assessment among policy-makers who are looking to strengthen health systems and make progress towards universal health coverage.

Box 1: The UHC2030 Technical Working Group on Health Systems Assessment

UHC2030 is a multi-stakeholder coalition of countries, global health organizations, philanthropic foundations and civil society, with the stated aim of “improv[ing] coordination of health system strengthening efforts for UHC (UHC2030, 2022). UHC2030’s coordination and harmonization mandate was the entry point for development of the HSPA Framework for UHC undertaken by a group formed under its aegis, the “UHC2030 Technical Working Group (TWG) on Health System Assessments (HSA)”.

The TWG was a time-limited group (2017–2020), which sought to harmonize and align the different HSA tools and approaches to (a) enable more comparable results, (b) ensure policy relevance and (c) ensure actual use of the assessment results, given that they are generally under-utilized.

The TWG was composed of roughly 40 members, with a third representing Member State governments, a third coming from global health organizations including those that were considered “tool owners”, and a third drawn from academia and independent consultants, that is, those who are often involved in tool implementation in countries.
2. Understand the core elements of the HSPA Framework for UHC

2.1. Delineating health system boundaries

Delineating the perimeters of the health system boundaries affects the content of performance assessment and the actionability and accountability of policy actions identified therein.

In order to measure health system performance, the health system must be defined and given clear confines. Delineating health system boundaries for the particular purpose of performance assessment is intricately linked with actionability and accountability. Most assessments are largely meant to trigger policy action, so its focus requires a realistic sense of what health system actors can be held accountable for in terms of influencing final health system goals.

Where exactly the perimeters of the health system lie therefore has important implications for HSPA content. A broad health system boundary, encompassing public health, health promotion, social and other determinants of health, provides a more comprehensive representation of all factors affecting health system outcomes. But its significant drawback is the potential to limit the framework’s ability to identify performance-improving interventions within the authority of those who generally work in or close to the health system. Yet reducing the health system boundaries to health care alone runs the risk of overlooking some crucial factors that impact on health – such as education or employment. Examples of health system definitions can be found in Annex 1.

The HSPA Framework for UHC focuses on curative health services as well as health promotion and disease prevention, but interactions with other sectors are also acknowledged.

For the HSPA Framework for UHC, the health system scope as per the Murray & Frenk (2000) definition of the health system: “health actions…whose primary intent is to improve or maintain health” was adopted, largely but not entirely staying within the traditional health care remit. “Improving and maintaining health” is seen as being inclusive of many public health and health promotion activities, expounded further in Section 3. Crucially, the health system governance function is leveraged to demonstrate what can be done within the health system to shape other sectors’ actions impacting on health. The framework, therefore, guides the assessment of those actions that health system actors can feasibly undertake, while explicitly acknowledging (but not necessarily directly assessing) the substantial impact on health of a range of socioeconomic determinants that lie outside the boundaries of the health system.

2.2. Identifying health system components

Many frameworks focus on assessing health systems building blocks, i.e., what the system is, whereas functions focus more on actions health system can undertake to perform well.

Identifying and describing the structures and organizations that make up the health system is one of the key roles of health system frameworks (see Annex 2), two of which have been widely used to structure information collected for health system assessments. The four functions were introduced in the World Health Report 2000 (WHO, 2000), later followed by the six health system building blocks in WHO’s 2007 framework for health system strengthening (WHO, 2007). Both break down the health system into its core elements but do so in slightly different ways, albeit with large overlap. For instance, the building blocks of leadership and governance, financing and service delivery reflect the core functions of stewardship, financing and provision of health services. Similarly, the building blocks of health workforce and medical products and technologies are core to the resource generation function. The health information building block arguably spans all health system functions. Although the building blocks’ emphasis is on the description of what the system is, the functions are by definition more dynamic because they highlight what the system does, thus emphasizing the actions for the health system to undertake in order to perform well.

The HSPA Framework for UHC takes the more dynamic approach and focuses on health systems functions, additionally disaggregating them into sub-functions and linking those to their respective assessment areas.

For purposes of the HSPA Framework for UHC, the functions (governance, resource generation, financing and service delivery) were an obvious entry point for identifying the factors that influence performance (defined in terms of the intermediate objectives and final goals of the health system). The focus on functionality rather than structure or input provided a clear conceptualization of how actions taken within the health system can influence performance of the health system itself.

In the framework, each of the functions is further disaggregated into sub-functions (see Section 3). The sub-functions aim to pinpoint more specific areas of action within a health system (see Box 2). Crucially, functions and sub-functions are linked to assessment areas – the key novel element that helps to outline and identify what can be done within a health system to improve its performance. Where possible, assessment areas include a selection of indicative measures – non-exhaustive examples of high-level quantitative and/or qualitative indicators – which reflect the performance of that function or sub-function. The process of selecting sub-functions, assessment areas and indicative measures for each of the functions included literature reviews, TWG exchanges and expert consensus, further detailed in Papanicolas et al. (2022).
Box 2: What is meant by sub-functions, assessment areas and indicative measures?

**Sub-functions** are the core components within a function that determine function-level performance, and influence the function’s contribution to overall system performance.

**Assessment areas** are specifically formulated topical areas that need to be adequately appraised in order to assess function or sub-function performance. The assessment areas are not indicators in and of themselves.

**Indicative measures** are proposed indicators based on publicly available data sets and/or common health system assessment (qualitative) content. They do not necessarily provide the full picture of function or sub-function performance and may need to be complemented by additional information.

---

2.3. Defining health system goals

*The HSPA Framework for UHC looks at both health systems inputs and outputs, focusing on understanding how the former generate the latter*

Health systems aim to fulfil certain objectives, such as health improvement, people centredness and financial protection among others (see Table 2). Most frameworks also distinguish between intermediate objectives and final health system goals. Outcome-focused assessments therefore emphasize the monitoring, evaluation and communication of the extent to which the health system meets those objectives (Smith et al., 2009). By contrast, input-focused assessments of the health system tend to focus on describing the structures that make up the system. The HSPA

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FRAMEWORK/TOOL</th>
<th>AGENCY</th>
<th>MAIN OBJECTIVE OF THE TOOL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WHO Performance Framework (2000)</td>
<td>• Access</td>
<td>• Level and distribution of health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Coverage</td>
<td>• Level and distribution of responsiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Quality</td>
<td>• Fairness in financing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Safety</td>
<td>• Efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Knobs Framework (2003)</td>
<td>• Efficiency</td>
<td>• Health status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Quality</td>
<td>• Citizen satisfaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECD HCQI Framework (2006)</td>
<td>• Access</td>
<td>• Improving health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Efficiency</td>
<td>• Macroeconomic efficiency/ sustainability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Quality</td>
<td>• Microeconomic efficiency/value for money</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Access</td>
<td>• Equity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Positive user experience</td>
<td>• Confidence in system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Economic benefit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health System Assessment Approach: A How-To Manual (USAID)</td>
<td>• Equity</td>
<td>• Improved health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Efficiency</td>
<td>• Responsiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Access</td>
<td>• Risk protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Quality</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Sustainability</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health System Performance Assessment (WHO/EURO)</td>
<td>• Equity</td>
<td>• Health improvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Efficiency</td>
<td>• Risk protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Access</td>
<td>• Responsiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Quality</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Efficiency</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health System Analysis for better health system strengthening (World Bank)</td>
<td>• Access</td>
<td>• Health status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Quality</td>
<td>• Financial protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Efficiency</td>
<td>• Customer satisfaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring the building blocks of health systems: a handbook of indicators and their measurement strategies (WHO) (2007)</td>
<td>• Access</td>
<td>• Improved health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Quality</td>
<td>• Responsiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Efficiency</td>
<td>• Social and financial protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Improved efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health system reviews (HI Ts) (2019)</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Improved health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Responsiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Social and financial protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Improved efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Population health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Transparency and accountability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Papanicolas et al. (2022).
Framework for UHC promotes a comprehensive examination of both inputs and outcomes, with a particular emphasis on how the two are linked, that is, how the inputs are used to generate outcomes.

Health improvement is one of the principal goals in the HSPA Framework for UHC; this goal as well as other final health system goals such as people-centredness, financial protection, efficiency, and equity, are all embedded in the understanding of UHC.

Across all frameworks and health system assessment tools, health improvement features as one of the key objectives. Some measure of the system’s responsiveness to people’s non-medical needs in their interaction with the health system is also frequently identified as a final goal, conceptualized either to consider patients specifically (satisfaction with health care services) or with a focus on the broader population (people-centredness and/or human rights and confidence in the system). Efficiency and equity are also identified as crucial objectives in almost all tools and frameworks. However, it is not always clear from the frameworks and tools whether efficiency and equity are applied to either the entire system or to a particular sub-unit within the system (for example, a hospital, district, group of services, population group). Another health system goal that is frequently cited is the health system’s role in protecting the population against risk. The nature of this risk may vary, although most assessment tools single out financial risk protection from health costs specifically. Access and quality also feature prominently across frameworks and tools, often as intermediate objectives of the system.

In the HSPA Framework for UHC, these principal goals are closely adhered to at the health system level. They are identified as: health improvement, people-centredness, financial protection, accompanied by the cross-cutting goals of health system efficiency (how much outcome is attained given the health system inputs) and equity (distribution of outcomes across the population). Quality and access are distinguished as intermediate objectives, with quality broken down into effectiveness, safety and user experience. Health service efficiency and health service equity are also emphasized as intermediate objectives.

The framework is entitled HSPA Framework for UHC, purposefully containing the add-on “for UHC” for two reasons: first, health system strengthening through improving performance is the principal means to move towards universal health coverage, and second, all of the final goals of the framework measure factors necessary to attaining UHC as included in the definition widely used by health stakeholders, and which has been reinforced by the world’s broad and repeated commitments to the UHC target at various global forums (UN, 2015, 2019), namely:

“UHC means that all individuals and communities receive the health services they need without suffering financial hardship. It includes the full spectrum of essential, quality health services, from health promotion to prevention, treatment, rehabilitation, and palliative care across the life course,” (WHO, 2010a).
3. Bringing all the elements together into the HSPA Framework for UHC

3.1. Linking functions to goals

*The HSPA Framework for UHC links the four functions and their sub-functions with intermediate objectives and final goals, highlighting the various interlinkages between them and placing everything within the wider socioeconomic context.*

This section introduces the *HSPA Framework for UHC* (Figure 1). It brings together the four functions, intermediate objectives and final goals, while placing the health system within a wider socioeconomic context.

In the framework, the sub-functions are laid out and indicated for each function (see Annex 3). As discussed, sub-functions represent key topical areas, which matter most for function-level performance and for the function’s contribution to overall system performance. In addition, assessment areas linked to the (sub-) functions are construed – these are areas, the appraisal of which is needed to grasp function-level performance (see Box 2).

Colour-coded links between different functions, and functions and outcomes, enable a visual association of the interlinkages within the health system. Further explanations for Figure 1 are given below and in Section 4. Any whole-of-sector assessment exercise should collect information on, and examine the performance of, both the functions and the extent to which system goals are achieved. Linking the two in practice rests on a solid understanding that high-performing functions are the basis for high-performing health systems.

3.2. Understanding the governance function

*The governance function is a systemic enabler for all other health system functions.*

The WHO (2007) definition for governance is: “ensuring [that] strategic policy frameworks exist and are combined with effective oversight, coalition-building, regulation, attention to system design and accountability”. The governance function is strategically placed at the very left of the framework as a systemic enabler for all other health system functions.

---

**Figure 1: HSPA Framework for UHC – an overview**

*Placing HSPA framework in a wider context*

---

*Note: HSPA, Health System Performance Assessment. Source: Papanicolas et al. (2022).*
The framework thus differentiates overall health system governance from governance actions that are specifically linked to the governance of the other three functions. For example, the “governance of financing” includes specific governance actions relating to financing activities, such as public financial management and decisions linked to benefit package coverage. The “governance of resource generation” would include activities such as health workforce planning and management of procurement systems. The “governance of service delivery” relates to management and decision-making within units of service delivery (health centre, district, primary health care service network), service integration and quality assurance mechanisms. In this brief, governance-related assessment areas are described here, not only under the system-level governance function, but also under each of the other three system-level functions.

The salient point here is that when assessing the governance function (see Figure 2), both overall system-wide governance, as well as the governance issues relating to the other three functions (financing, resource generation and service delivery), need to be examined to comprehend whether the governance function is performing well and is also enabling the system to perform well.

### The HSPA Framework for UHC outlines four sub-functions for the assessment of the overall governance function: policy and vision, stakeholder voice, information and intelligence, and legislation and regulation

**Policy and vision sub-function**

The policy and vision sub-function centres on having the capability and resourced capacity to provide a clearly articulated strategic vision for the health sector. Assessment seeks to identify whether this is available in a written and traceable form, such as a single document, a set of policies, laws and/or guidelines to which governments can be held accountable.

At the core of shaping health policy and providing a vision for the health sector is intersectoral collaboration; hence, the existence and quality of multisectoral collaboration will be a key focus of assessment.

**Stakeholder voice sub-function**

The stakeholder voice sub-function revolves around the real possibility for key stakeholders – such as civil society organizations, vulnerable and marginalized communities, the public, academia, provider associations – to contribute
meaningfully to health policy decisions (assessment area “stakeholder participation in policy-making”). This sub-function therefore requires solid government capacity to initiate, steer and sustain long-term participatory processes for purposes of capturing the stakeholder voice as part of the regular health sector modus operandi (assessment area “stakeholder participation as a government priority”).

**Information and intelligence sub-function**

The information and intelligence sub-function is essentially about data governance. It involves the managerial culture and political will needed to support an environment where evidence generation and use are the norm, where changes within the health system and their effects on systems performance are constantly monitored, learned from and acted upon (assessment area “collection of relevant data”). A well-functioning information system that is accessible for a wide range of health system stakeholders is therefore crucial for data-driven decision-making (assessment area “evidence-driven decision-making”).

**Legislation and regulation sub-function**

Legislation and regulation are powerful levers for the achievement of health system goals. For example, rights-based health laws or regulatory frameworks for private sector service provision can have a profound enabling effect on the performance of further health system functions, and subsequently on health system outcomes. Assessment areas here are “capacity to legislate” and “ensuring compliance with legislation”.

### 3.3. Understanding the resource generation function

**Resource generation ensures that the health system has the necessary human and physical resources**

Resource generation is the function that ensures that a health system has all the inputs it needs to operate. These inputs include health workers, medical devices, medical equipment, infrastructure, pharmaceuticals, vaccines, consumables and medical supplies. This function describes how inputs are produced, procured, made available or maintained nationally. The way the resources are brought together and used would be reflected in the service delivery function.

Resource generation is carefully placed in the HSPA Framework for UHC between governance and service delivery (see Figure 3), indicating that the governance function enables the resource generation function, and resource generation feeds into, and enables, the service delivery function. Ultimately, the influence of resource generation on the intermediate and final health system goals works through service delivery, that is, its impacts on health system performance hinge on providing the right resources at the right time for use within the service delivery function.

---

**Table 3: Functions, sub-functions and assessment areas: governance**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FUNCTION</th>
<th>SUBFUNCTION</th>
<th>ASSESSMENT AREAS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>GOVERNANCE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy and Vision</td>
<td>Assessment area #1: Whether a strategic vision exists in written and traceable form (through documents, directives, regulations, guidelines, etc.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assessment area #2: Whether the strategic vision is of good quality viewed in terms of implementability</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assessment area #3: Whether multisectoral collaboration exists</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assessment area #4: Quality of multisectoral collaboration: whether the collaboration leads to improved policies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholder Voice</td>
<td>Assessment area #1: Whether national health policies, strategies, plans, guidelines, or laws are developed with the broad participation of key stakeholders</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assessment area #2: Whether stakeholder participation is a priority for the government in general (whether an enabling environment exists for participation)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information and Intelligence</td>
<td>Assessment area #1: Whether a government is committed to collecting relevant health data for decision-making</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assessment area #2: Whether decisions are largely data-driven and evidence-based</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legislation &amp; Regulation</td>
<td>Assessment area #1: Whether the capacity exists to develop and enforce laws and regulations to govern the behavior of actors towards protecting and improving public health</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assessment area #2: Whether compliance with those rules, laws, and regulations is ensured</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Papanicolas et al. (2022).
That crucial role is reflected in the resource generation sub-functions, and their assessment areas.

**The HSPA Framework for UHC distinguishes three sub-functions of the resource generation function: health workforce, infrastructure and medical equipment, and pharmaceuticals and other consumables. Governance of resource generation is an additional sub-function through which resource generation can be assessed.**

**Health workforce**

For the HSPA Framework for UHC, the broad 2009 definition by WHO of the health workforce: “all persons engaged in actions whose primary intent is to enhance health” (WHO, 2006) is used. This interpretation explicitly values both formal and informal activities undertaken in the health sector, and expands on the World Health Report 2000 definition, which focused more on formally contracted health workers (WHO, 2000). This sub-function therefore explicitly includes informal care as a critical aspect of its impact on performance.

The assessment areas are similar across the resource generation sub-functions: availability, mix/distribution and a measure of upkeep, that is, education in the case of the health workforce. Availability and mix/distribution are essentially about human resources who are made available at the right place and right time, thereby enabling the service delivery function.

**Infrastructure and medical equipment**

Infrastructure and medical equipment are physical resources that give health providers, and users, the tools needed to provide effective and efficient health services. Resource generation achieves its maximum performance through the interplay of a large, qualified health workforce, equipped with drugs and consumables, working in adequately built and equipped health facilities.

The World Health Report 2000 refers to infrastructure and medical equipment as “physical capital”, one of the two health system inputs that define physical resources (WHO, 2000). Rather than adopting terminology that emphasizes the economic value of assets, the perspective of functionality and systems performance is taken, and this sub-function is renamed: infrastructure and medical equipment.

Infrastructure and medical equipment are characterized by the large capital investments required to build health infrastructure, such as health facilities, and to equip health facilities with medical equipment, such as magnetic resonance imaging scanners. Another common characteristic is the recurrent costs for maintenance until depreciation reaches an obsolete, or non-functional, status. These two characteristics differentiate the infrastructure and medical equipment sub-function from the consumables and pharmaceuticals sub-function – because the latter does not require a large initial investment or ongoing maintenance because these are one-off or disposable items.
The assessment areas for infrastructure and medical equipment are, again, availability and mix/distribution. In addition, the measure of upkeep is "maintenance", a pivotal area in terms of impact on function performance.

**Pharmaceuticals and other consumables**

WHO defines the characteristics of pharmaceuticals as products that should be "safe, effective, and of good quality" as well as "prescribed and used rationally" (WHO, 2021). Consumables are described in the World Health Report 2000 as an umbrella term that includes pharmaceutical products (WHO, 2000).

In line with the WHO approach, pharmaceuticals and consumables are treated in the same way, as both are used and consumed once – or when used more than once, they are disposable – and neither requires capital investment or maintenance. Single-use medical devices are considered to be consumables, because they are also intended for one-time, or temporary, use. For the same reason, vaccines would also fall under this category.

In the literature, policy documents and HSA tools, terms such as pharmaceutical system, pharmaceutical management system, pharmaceutical supply system and pharmaceutical sector are used interchangeably. All of these labels suggest that pharmaceuticals are part of an ecosystem that ensures safety, efficacy and quality. This spectrum includes medicines research and development, management, manufacturing, procurement, supply and use. Many of these actions are, for the purposes of the HSPA Framework for UHC, part of other health system functions or sub-functions. For instance, pharmaceutical management would be governance of resource generation; pharmaceutical use would be part of service delivery; and domestic manufacturing would be part of the pharmaceuticals sub-function of resource generation because it involves making drugs available for use in the country at a very macro level.

In short, the sub-function labelled pharmaceuticals and consumables focuses on the manufacturing and procurement processes needed to ensure that these products are available where and when they are needed. Procurement can be differentiated from purchasing, which is a sub-function of financing and focuses on purchasing services. A health service brings together several inputs, including pharmaceuticals, whereas procurement is concerned with procuring a good input into the health service.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RESOURCE GENERATION</th>
<th>FUNCTION</th>
<th>SUBFUNCTION</th>
<th>ASSESSMENT AREAS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Health workforce</td>
<td>Assessment area #1: <strong>Health workforce availability</strong>, i.e. health workforce stock and density</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assessment area #2: <strong>Health workforce mix/distribution</strong>, i.e. by geography, gender, facility type, age group, etc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assessment area #3: <strong>Education</strong>, including pre-service and in-service training as well as continuing education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure and medical equipment</td>
<td>Assessment area #1: <strong>Availability of health infrastructure and medical equipment</strong> in terms of inventory stock</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assessment area #2: <strong>Infrastructure and medical equipment distribution/mix</strong>, i.e. by geography, facility type, etc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assessment area #3: <strong>Infrastructure and medical equipment maintenance</strong> and repair</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmaceuticals and consumables</td>
<td>Assessment area #1: <strong>Pharmaceutical &amp; other consumable availability</strong>, i.e. availability of unexpired drugs or consumables available for ready use</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assessment area #2: <strong>Pharmaceutical &amp; other consumable distribution/mix</strong> in terms of treatment sites receiving pharmaceutical &amp; other consumable orders in full and on time</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governance of resource generation</td>
<td>Assessment area #1: <strong>Setting quality standards</strong>: whether realistic and effective quality standards for health workforce, infrastructure &amp; medical equipment, and pharmaceuticals &amp; consumables are in place</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assessment area #2: <strong>Resource planning</strong>: whether forward planning and projections for the health workforce, infrastructure &amp; medical equipment, and pharmaceuticals &amp; consumables is undertaken regularly</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assessment area #3: <strong>Assessing quality standards</strong>: whether functional monitoring &amp; evaluation processes check existing quality of resources against standards</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Papanicolas et al. (2022).
The assessment areas are only availability and mix/distribution as there is no upkeep for one-off use or disposable items.

**Governance of resource generation**

The point of intersection between governance and resource generation is called the governance of resource generation. This intersection includes governance matters that are specific to resource generation, as opposed to those involved with the overall system governance functions. The governance-of elements of resource generation centre on a wide range of tasks associated with planning for resources. These include health workforce planning and forecasting; setting quality standards, such as self-regulation of health providers by professional associations; and monitoring those standards, through regular inventory management of large medical equipment, for example. This sub-function is complex and far-reaching in terms of the performance of the resource generation function because it involves many parties, including patients, health providers, manufacturers and salespeople; can have serious consequences, at worst death, if not done well; and requires more than informal controls to be effective (Management Sciences for Health, 2012).

### 3.4 Understanding the financing function

**Financing is about raising and spending money where it is needed and creating appropriate incentives for service delivery**

Financing constitutes an integral function of a health system: raising and spending money on health care. However, its remit is also in making funding available where needed and creating appropriate financial incentives for providers to deliver accessible and effective health services.

Financing is closely linked to other main functions, including through providing monetary resources for operational aspects of governance, resource generation and service delivery (Figure 4). It is also instrumental in achieving health system goals, and is particularly closely linked to ensuring efficiency of health systems and (through service delivery) financial protection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FUNCTION</th>
<th>SUBFUNCTION</th>
<th>ASSESSMENT AREAS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>FINANCING</strong></td>
<td>Revenue raising</td>
<td>Assessment area #1: Whether <strong>funds</strong> are <strong>sufficient</strong> to achieve policy objectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Assessment area #2: Whether <strong>funding flows</strong> are <strong>stable</strong> and predictable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Assessment area #3: Whether <strong>revenue raising</strong> is <strong>equitable</strong> in terms of distribution of revenue sources among different population groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pooling of resources</td>
<td>Assessment area #1: Whether <strong>pooling</strong> is <strong>equitable</strong> in terms of the distribution of financial risk across population groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Assessment area #2: Whether <strong>administrative efficiency</strong> is in place in terms of limiting fragmentation of funding pools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Purchasing goods and services</td>
<td>Assessment area #1: Whether <strong>resources</strong> are <strong>allocated according to health need</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Assessment area #2: Whether <strong>purchasing</strong> is <strong>strategic</strong> and creates efficiency incentives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Governance of Financing</td>
<td>Assessment area #1: Whether <strong>coverage</strong> is <strong>comprehensive</strong> in terms of benefit packages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Assessment area #2: Whether <strong>public financial management</strong> is of <strong>quality</strong> in terms of PFM processes and mechanisms enabling effective health spending</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Papanicolas et al. (2022).
The HSPA Framework for UHC identifies three financing sub-functions (revenue raising, pooling and purchasing), as well as governance of financing, as the key components through which financing can be assessed (Cylus et al., 2022)

Revenue raising
Revenue raising refers to the ways in which money is brought into the health system. A well-performing revenue raising sub-function should ensure that the health system has sufficient resources to meet the health care needs of the population; that those resources are stable, predictable and able to cope with shocks; and that they are collected in an equitable manner to ensure the burden of health system financing does not fall on the poor or sick.

Pooling
Pooling refers to the accumulation of prepaid funds, which can be used to purchase goods and services on behalf of a population. The pooling function is largely intended to ensure that resources are distributed in an equitable way and also to enable efficiency through economies of scale.

Purchasing
Purchasing refers to payers using funds to pay for health care on behalf of a population. It is mainly concerned with getting resources to those who need them most and doing this efficiently by minimizing costs. As a result, purchasing can have a major impact on intermediate objectives such as quality and, ultimately, health outcomes.

Governance of financing
The governance of financing sub-function covers choices and factors that determine if the flow of funds in the health system is fit for purpose and performs adequately. The key aspects of governance of financing are policies relating to benefits design and service coverage, as well as Public Financial Management.

Benefit design and coverage policies determine who is covered, what services are covered, and any restrictions or conditions of access. Public Financial Management is the set of rules that govern the allocation, use and accountability of public funds. In a health system, Public Financial Management plays a key role in the budgetary formulations that determine the level and allocation of public funding for health; the execution of that budget in terms of effectiveness and targeting of spending; and financial monitoring and transparency.
3.5 Understanding the service delivery function

**Service delivery function is the most proximal function to health systems intermediate objectives**

Delivering services is a core function of the health system. This is influenced by the other functions (governance, financing and resource generation). Therefore, on the *HSPA Framework for UHC*, it is placed closest to the intermediate objectives (Figure 5). Service delivery is conceptualized through an evolution of existing definitions, that is, the combination of inputs into a production process that leads to the delivery of a series of interventions (Murray & Frenk, 2000), but also acknowledging the performance aspect through highlighting the need to ensure access, quality, safety and continuity of care in the process (WHO, 2007). Service delivery directly impacts on intermediate health system objectives and, ultimately, the achievement of the final health system goals.

Service delivery is therefore a broad concept and difficult to separate into discrete sub-functions that match organizational structures (for example, levels – primary, secondary, tertiary; purpose – preventive, curative, rehabilitative, long-term care; platforms – primary care centre, hospital, etc; modes – outpatient, inpatient, day care, home care) of health systems globally. Instead, the framework broadly distinguishes the sub-functions of public health, primary care and specialist care, allowing specific services to be attributed to those sub-functions according to a specific country context (Nolte et al., 2022). Assessment areas of all service delivery sub-functions coincide with intermediate health system objectives and include aspects of quality (effectiveness, safety, user experience, as well as efficiency and equity of service delivery) and access to services. As with other functions, governance of service delivery also plays an important role across the three sub-functions, providing service delivery with the basis to operate.
The HSPA Framework for UHC identifies three sub-functions of the service delivery function: public health, primary care and specialist care, in addition to the governance of service delivery

Public health
The public health sub-function aims to fulfill the preventive care needs of the population, although where the boundaries lie between prevention and care is often blurred. Considerable variation can be seen in this sub-function in terms of the operational areas and activities covered, ranging from disease prevention, health care, emergency preparedness, social participation and communication. This may reflect differences in perspectives on what constitutes public health, particularly in relation to universal health coverage and to what degree health care should be considered a public health operation.

Primary care
Primary care represents the first point of contact for unspecified and common health problems. Here also, however, boundaries can vary widely between the other service delivery sub-functions, depending on setting, organizational history and approach. For example, services that fulfill a wider public health function are often provided in primary care settings (for example, vaccination, family planning), whereas in some countries primary care entities may host specialized care practitioners.

Specialist care
Specialist care is care that is provided beyond the first contact triage and generally requires specialist skills. In many countries, specialist care may be distinguished into secondary care (often provided in local hospitals) and tertiary care (often provided in highly specialized centres). The expansion of medical technologies and e-health solutions has blurred the boundaries between the service delivery sub-functions further, bringing specialized diagnostic and therapeutic interventions closer to patients into ambulatory settings or even people’s homes. The rising burden of chronic disease has also led to models of care with some specialist care in the community, leading the way to achieving many health system objectives such as increased accessibility of services, enhanced continuity of care and improved service responsiveness (WHO, 2016).

Governance of service delivery
Governance of service delivery relates to planning and decision-making for health services, including ensuring health service integration and quality assurance mechanisms in service provision. The delineation towards overall systems governance lies in the specificity of the decision-making – when it is for the delivery of health services, and not for the system as a whole, then it would be part of the governance of service delivery.

Table 6: Functions, sub-functions and assessment areas: service delivery

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FUNCTION</th>
<th>SUBFUNCTION</th>
<th>ASSESSMENT AREAS / INTERMEDIATE GOALS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Service delivery</td>
<td>Public health</td>
<td><strong>Effectiveness</strong>, or the ability of an intervention to have a meaningful effect on patients in normal clinical conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Safety</strong>, or the prevention of errors and adverse effects associated with health services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Primary care</td>
<td><strong>User experience</strong>, i.e. users’ beliefs, preferences, perceptions, responses, and behaviors that occur before, during and after health service utilization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Equity</strong>, i.e. the distribution of health service outcomes across population groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Access</strong>, i.e. the opportunity or ease with which individuals or communities are able to use appropriate health services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Specialized care</td>
<td><strong>Efficiency</strong>, or the ratio of inputs to outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Governance of service delivery</td>
<td>Assessment area #1: Whether the level of autonomy and decision-making authority is accorded to service delivery bodies responsible for organizing service delivery at the national/regional/local level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Assessment area #2: Whether services are integrated, i.e. people receive a continuum of care over time and across different service delivery levels and specializations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Assessment area #3: Quality assurance mechanisms, i.e. monitoring &amp; evaluation mechanisms to ensure that health service quality is upheld</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Papanicolas et al. (2022).
Figure 6: HSPA Framework for UHC

Source: Papanicolas et al. (2022).
3.6. The full HSPA Framework for UHC

Most of the time, health system functions impact on health system goals indirectly, through service delivery

Figure 6 shows the full HSPA Framework for UHC.

The links depicted in the framework by dotted lines show how each of the functions is connected to the others, and to the intermediate objectives and final health system goals. The functions may affect any one or several of the final goals directly or indirectly. For the most part, as highlighted throughout this brief, the way health system functions impact on goals is largely through the service delivery function with its assessment areas being equal to the intermediate objectives of the system. However, some direct links between the activities within the functions and the attainment of health system outcomes are important for policy-makers to understand in order to fully leverage health system interventions at their disposal. In addition, the interaction between the functions, notably governance’s interplay with all other functions, represents a far-reaching lever to impact on system objectives.

Health system functions can also have a direct impact on specific intermediate objectives and final goals

The HSPA Framework for UHC depicts a small number of direct links between specific functions and specific goals. The governance function has a direct link via a dotted line, which exits the health system and travels through the social and economic determinants of health to impact on health improvement. This direct link acknowledges the potential of the governance function to influence overall population health by collaborating with other sectors and making the case for the co-benefits of addressing health determinants.

A second direct link from the governance function goes to people-centredness. As a goal which captures how far the health system adequately addresses people’s non-medical health needs, it is heavily influenced by the way the health system is designed, a core action within the governance function. This design includes a system that involves people in the decision-making process (stakeholder voice sub-function of governance), thereby being more “people-centred”, that is, responsive to people’s needs (WHO, 2016).

The resource generation function has a single direct link to the final goal of health system efficiency. More specifically, the availability, mix, distribution and quality of inputs, all created by the resource generation function, will directly influence how efficient the overall system is able to be, regardless of whether and how those inputs are used in the service delivery function. The efficiency of the health system refers to maximizing health system objectives given the resources available. In essence, the absolute numbers of the different types of resources available are pre-set in the resource generation function, which can increase or decrease efficiency.

A direct performance link towards health system efficiency can also be seen from the financing function. Financing affects the valuation of the resources available, for example, by determining the cost and prices of inputs, directly influencing the efficiency of the system.

The influence of service delivery on the intermediate objectives of the health system, namely quality and access, can also be seen as a direct link, given that the intermediate objectives and service delivery assessment areas are one and the same. These, in turn, influence all final goals.

The framework acknowledges that broader societal goals should not be ignored when assessing health systems performance

Finally, in Figure 6, the contributions of the health system to broader societal goals are depicted in a linking line but clearly fall outside the boundaries of the main framework, which focuses on what can be assessed within the remit of an HSPA. Nevertheless, although HSPA does not aim to measure the health system’s impact on social, economic, political and cultural factors, their presence in Figure 6 is meant to remind policy analysts and practitioners that broader societal goals should not be ignored when assessing health system performance and drawing policy implications.
4. How to use the framework

The framework is principally a conceptual tool for analysing existing information and data to understand health systems bottlenecks, their origins and impacts on health system performance, as needed

The framework is meant to be applied as a conceptual lens for analysing information and data collected within the context of a system-wide assessment, thereby facilitating a more nuanced understanding of how inputs and structures contribute to system performance, or vice versa, in order to pinpoint areas for improvement.

A health system bottleneck can be traced backwards to explore possible origins (areas to be targeted for improvement), or traced forwards to understand potential influences on health system performance. Doing so may not provide all the answers sought; however, it can serve as a solid basis for in-depth analysis. The framework is designed so that the starting point can be any health system function, sub-function, assessment area, indicative measure, etc. (see Table 3). Importantly, the framework has been designed with existing HSA and HSPA tools in mind, so that performance indicators from other sources that are already collected can be easily mapped onto it.

The framework is therefore meant to be applied as a conceptual lens for analysing information and data collected within the context of a system-wide assessment, thereby facilitating a more nuanced understanding of how inputs and structures contribute to system performance, or vice versa, that is, how system performance has been influenced by inputs and structures.

That being said, three important issues should be considered while applying the framework:

- the framework is meant to be used in conjunction with a whole-of-system appraisal exercise, including both qualitative and quantitative data collection and analysis. Such exercises are usually linked to an in-country process where information is contextualized and interpreted with local knowledge and expertise;
- the assessment areas are not indicators in and of themselves. They simply offer a specifically formulated topical area that needs to be adequately appraised in order to assess function or sub-function performance;
- Indicative measures as displayed in Table 7 are examples for a particular context. Indicators may not necessarily provide the full picture of function or sub-function performance but rather feed into their appraisal when complemented by contextual information normally provided within the health system assessment process.

The framework can be used to study real-life situations and their effects on health system performance

Although it is conceptual, the framework can be used to understand how real-life events affect health system performance. One possible application of the framework is to study how health system performance is affected by various shocks, and how resilient (or not) a health system was in the face of these shocks.

Health system resilience is defined as the ability to prepare for, manage (absorb, adapt and transform) and learn from shocks, whereby a shock is defined as a sudden and extreme change that impacts on a health system (Thomas et al., 2020). A quintessential example is the COVID-19 pandemic.

In terms of the HSPA Framework for UHC, a shock causes a sudden and extreme change to the health system context (see blue outer edge in Figure 6). How well health system functions continue to perform, and the extent to which the overall system can continue to meet its intermediate and final goals, is at the heart of health system resilience – a system that can cope with shock-related vulnerabilities. Given the complexity of health systems, there are multiple areas where the COVID-19 pandemic may have impacted the performance of the functions and/or system goals.

Table 8 outlines examples of policy responses to COVID-19 in areas where the pandemic has challenged function-level performance, linking them to the sub-functions and assessment areas identified in the framework. Table 7 examines how the attainment of the final goals can be assessed during the COVID-19 shock.
Table 7: Examples of indicative measures that can be used to assess the attainment of health system goals during COVID-19

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FINAL GOAL</th>
<th>HOW FINAL GOAL IS AFFECTED BY COVID-19</th>
<th>INDICATIVE MEASURES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Health improvement</td>
<td>Worse health status of those contracting the virus</td>
<td>Cumulative COVID-19 cases and deaths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Worse health of those whose care was disrupted because of the virus’s effect on service delivery</td>
<td>Excess mortality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Better health of those who did not contract illness because of preventive measures (for example, less seasonal flu, fewer traffic accidents)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People centredness</td>
<td>Limited choice of treatments given restrictions and shortages of care delivery</td>
<td>Patient experience questionnaires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>More constraints on having family support present at medical settings where care is delivered</td>
<td>Unmet health care need</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial protection</td>
<td>New health care costs that may be out of pocket (COVID-19 tests, private services to make up for suspended services)</td>
<td>Catastrophic expenditures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Large loss of work, leading to potential loss of health care coverage</td>
<td>Level of OOP payments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health system efficiency</td>
<td>The health system is investing in more resources to combat the pandemic while trying to keep outcomes at the same level or improve them</td>
<td>To support the development of policies and strategies to improve performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equity of the health system</td>
<td>People of different socioeconomic and demographic characteristics are more likely to be infected with the virus</td>
<td>Cumulative COVID-19 cases and deaths by socioeconomic status, and demographic groups, or regions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Excess mortality by socioeconomic status and demographic groups, or regions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 8: Using the HSPA Framework for UHC to study resilience of health system functions during the COVID-19 shock

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FUNCTION</th>
<th>SUB-FUNCTION</th>
<th>SELECTED</th>
<th>EXAMPLES OF COVID-19 RESPONSE STRATEGIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GOVERNANCE</td>
<td>Policy and vision</td>
<td>Existence of multisectoral collaboration</td>
<td>Ability to collaborate between different government sectors to ensure consistent policy implementation (for example, in relation to social distancing, isolation and support, supply chains)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stakeholder voice</td>
<td>Stakeholder participation in policy-making</td>
<td>Existence of mechanisms for key stakeholders to contribute to response planning [including representatives from different administrative levels, for example, regions and municipalities; professions (GPs, nurses, long-term care, patient groups)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Information and intelligence</td>
<td>Collection of relevant data</td>
<td>Existence of surveillance mechanisms to alert health systems to the epidemiological changes; monitoring of impact on health and health care resources and services; linkages with other information systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Legislation and regulation</td>
<td>Capacity to legislate</td>
<td>Mechanisms exist for governments to be able to act fast through implementing time-bound emergency legislation (for example, on lockdowns, purchasing, regulating standards)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESOURCE</td>
<td>Health workforce</td>
<td>Distribution/mix of workforce</td>
<td>Mechanisms are in place to reassign health care professionals to new roles/places as needed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENERATION</td>
<td>Infrastructure and medical equipment</td>
<td>Availability of infrastructure and medical equipment</td>
<td>There is enough availability of ICU beds to accommodate those in need</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pharmaceuticals and other consumables</td>
<td>Availability of pharmaceuticals and consumables</td>
<td>There is enough PPE to protect front-line workers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Governance of resource generation</td>
<td>Planning of resources</td>
<td>There is planning in place to ensure vaccine availability and roll out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINANCING</td>
<td>Revenue collection</td>
<td>Stable funds</td>
<td>Countries ensure monetary resources are made available quickly and where needed to ensure funds remain stable and adequate during the crisis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pooling</td>
<td>Equitable pooling</td>
<td>Resources for COVID-19 care are made available to all with need, across different pools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Purchasing</td>
<td>Efficient purchasing</td>
<td>PPE is purchased at competitive prices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Allocation according to need</td>
<td>Testing is allocated according to those in need and not those most able to pay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Governance of financing</td>
<td>Comprehensive coverage</td>
<td>People in the system have comprehensive coverage that protects them including coverage for sick leave or necessary shielding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SERVICE</td>
<td>Public health</td>
<td>Effectiveness</td>
<td>Effective test–trace–isolate–support (linkage to collaboration, for example, economic and social support)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DELIVERY</td>
<td>Primary care</td>
<td>Access</td>
<td>Ability to maintain services, such as prevention, vaccination, care for non-communicable diseases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Specialist care</td>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>Ensuring safety of hospital patients by introducing additional infection control protocols / mechanisms (for example, separating COVID-19 from non-COVID-19 patients)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Governance of service delivery</td>
<td>Decision-making authority</td>
<td>Ability for local / regional authorities to respond to local health care challenges according to their competencies (for example, have local coordinator, organize services, including COVID-19 vaccination programme)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Policy implications

The HSPA Framework for UHC offers a generic framework for assessing health systems performance that can be applied flexibly in different health system contexts and changing circumstances. It unifies the existing approaches to performance assessment by focusing both on health system functions (inputs) and goals (or outputs). It further adds value by disaggregating the functions into sub-functions, each with their respective assessment areas, and goals into intermediate and final goals, and mapping out the various interlinkages between them. The importance of health systems broader context, while beyond the scope of the framework, is also acknowledged. The Framework’s conceptual nature allows for its use in conjunction with existing data collection tools.

A number of crucial policy implications arise from the conceptual work on health system performance as presented in this brief, as well as from potential applications.

The HSPA Framework for UHC offers a holistic approach to assessing health systems performance and identifying challenges, acknowledging the various interlinkages within health systems functions and goals

Using the framework as an orientation for data and information analysis reminds us that the health system needs to be examined holistically. Policy-makers and practitioners alike can easily become pre-occupied with the details of a particular policy challenge or implementation bottleneck. Yet, long-lasting solutions, rather than stopgap measures, come about when placing the challenge or bottleneck within the context of a larger whole to better understand the upstream influencing factors and downstream impact.

Put differently, the framework strongly orients its user towards in-depth reflection on both what goes into the system and its outcomes; that is, both the means to achieve final system goals as well as the goals themselves. There may be situations where the balance of assessment information collected is skewed towards either the input or the outcome side – applying the HSPA Framework for UHC will nevertheless bring its user back to the reality that system functions shape system performance, and vice versa.

Understanding the linkages between functions and goals also helps to identify those responsible for remedial action, thus promoting accountability

Making such links while analysing health system assessment information not only helps to identify challenges that require remedial action but also assists in pinpointing which person, group or institution should and can take responsibility for that action – thereby promoting accountability and providing a basis to address the health system challenge.

Thinking through health system performance can improve our understanding of resilience and value in health

Finally, thinking through health system performance provides the foundation for understanding resilience as well as value in health, two concepts that have made striking comebacks in the last decade because of contexts such as the global financial crisis as well as the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. Regarding resilience, the COVID-19 example showed that absorbing the effects of a shock boils down to whether health system functions and sub-functions remain high-performing (resilient) or not, and whether the linkages between the different functions and goals are durable in all types of circumstances.

Value in the health sector is fundamentally about whether a policy intervention explicitly act as levers to catalyse achievement of health system goals. Creating value can therefore be seen as actions that provide the crucial push towards improved system performance. Examples include interventions that make health service purchasing more strategic and less passive; incentives that motivate health workers to provide more patient-centred care; the selection of a health benefit package through a health technology assessment mechanism; and many more (Smith et al., 2020).

Further work on the framework will include testing and validating linkages and assessment areas identified within the framework, including within specific country settings

The next phase of work in this area will clearly focus on testing assessment areas and validating linkages, with the aim of better understanding which quantitative indicators and/or qualitative question sets give users a more accurate sense of sub-function, function, or overall system performance. Verifying how the different assessment areas and sub-functions play out in different national settings is also needed in order to fine-tune framework application and should therefore form an integral part of health system performance research moving forward.
ANNEX 1

Health system definitions

Health Systems Performance Framework
“The resources, actors and institutions related to the financing, regulation and provision of health actions. Where health actions are any set of activities whose primary intent is to improve or maintain health.”

WHO Building Blocks Framework
“A health system consists of all the organizations, institutions, resources and people whose primary purpose is to improve health.”

Control Knobs Framework
“A set of relationships where the structural components (means) and their interactions are associated and connected to the goals the system desires to achieve (ends).”

OECD Health Care Quality Indicators Framework
“A health system includes all activities and structures whose primary purpose is to influence health in its broadest sense (in keeping with the WHO’s definition). Health care refers to the combined functioning of public health and personal health care services.”

HQSS High-Quality Health System Framework
WHO (2000) definition adopted: “The resources, actors and institutions related to the financing, regulation and provision of health actions. Where health actions are any set of activities whose primary intent is to improve or maintain health.”

Health System Assessment Approach: A How-To Manual (USAID)
Adapted WHO (2000) definition: “Health system as consisting of all organizations, people and actions whose primary intent is to promote, restore or maintain health”.

Health System Rapid Diagnostic Tool (FHI 360)
Health system is not defined.

Monitoring the building blocks of health systems: a handbook of indicators and their measurement strategies (WHO):
“A health system consists of all the organizations, institutions, resources and people whose primary purpose is to improve health. This includes efforts to influence determinants of health as well as more direct health-improvement activities.”

Health System Performance Assessment (WHO / EURO)
“The health system’s six building blocks alone do not constitute a system; any more than a pile of bricks constitutes a functioning building… It is the multiple relationships and interactions among the blocks – how one affects and influences the others, and is in turn affected by them – that converts these blocks into a system.”

Health System Analysis for better health system strengthening (World Bank)
“Health systems are a means, developed by societies, to help achieve ends such as those mentioned above. Health systems can be a vehicle for accelerating progress on health-related goals, but they can also be a source of constraints, impeding progress.”

Situation analysis of the Health Sector (WHO)
“A HS [health sector] is the aggregate of all public and private organizations, institutions, and resources mandated to improve, maintain or restore health. This includes both personal and population services, as well as activities to influence the policies and actions of other sectors to address the political, social, environmental, and economic determinants of health.”

Health systems in Transition (HiTs)
“Health systems are understood in line with the World Health Report 2000 as combining three elements:
• the delivery of health services (both personal and population based);
• activities to enable the delivery of health services (specifically finance, resource generation and governance); and
• governance activities that aim to influence other sectors where they affect health.”
## ANNEX 2

### Health system components in selected health system frameworks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FRAMEWORK/TOOL</th>
<th>COMPONENT ELEMENTS OF THE HEALTH SYSTEM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Delivering services 
Creating resources 
Financing 
Stewardship |
Also in: WHO (2010b) Monitoring of the Building Blocks of the Health Systems: a handbook of indicators and their measurement strategies. | Building blocks: 
Service delivery 
Health workforce 
Information 
Medical products, vaccines and technologies 
Financing 
Leadership and governance |
| Roberts et al. (2008) Getting Health Reform Right: A Guide to Improving Performance and Equity; World Bank  
Also in: Berman & Bitran (2011) Health Systems Analysis for Better Health System Strengthening; World Bank. | Control knobs: 
Financing 
Payment 
Organization 
Regulation 
Behaviour |
| HQHS High-Quality Health System Framework (Kruk et al., 2018) | Foundations: 
Population 
Governance 
Platforms 
Workforce 
Tools |
ANNEX 3

Where governance, resource generation, financing and service delivery respectively fit into the larger framework

Figure A1: Where governance fits

Source: WHO / European Observatory on Health Systems and Policies / UHC2030 HSA TWG
Figure A2: Where resource generation fits

Source: WHO / European Observatory on Health Systems and Policies / UHC2030 HSA TWG
Figure A3: Where financing fits

Source: WHO / European Observatory on Health Systems and Policies / UHC2030 HSA TWG
Figure A4: Where service delivery fits

Source: WHO / European Observatory on Health Systems and Policies / UHC2030 HSA TWG
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Policy briefs provide evidence for policy-makers not policy advice. They do not seek to

explain or advocate a policy position but to set out clearly what is known about it. They

don’t promote a particular option or act as a manual for implementation.

This policy brief is one of a new series to meet the needs of policy-makers and health system managers. The aim is to develop key messages to support evidence-informed policy-making and the editors will continue to strengthen the series by working with authors to improve the content, clarify key messages, and develop policy options and implementation.

What is a Policy Brief?
A policy brief is a short publication specifically designed to provide policy makers with evidence on a policy question or priority. Policy briefs:

• bring together existing evidence and present it in an accessible format
• use systematic methods and make these transparent so that users can have confidence in the material
• tailor the evidence is synthesised and understood to reflect the nature of the policy question and the evidence available
• are summarised in a formal and rigorous open peer review process to ensure the independence of the evidence presented

Each brief has a one-page key messages section, a two-page executive summary giving a succinct overview of the findings; and a 20-page review setting out the evidence. The idea is to provide instant access to key information and additional detail for those involved in drafting, informing or advising on the policy issue.

Policy briefs provide evidence for policy-makers not policy advice. They do not seek to explain or advocate a policy position but to set out clearly what is known about it. They may outline the evidence on different prospective policy options and on implementation issues, but they do not promote a particular option or act as a manual for implementation.
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